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The outbreak of unexpected news events such as large human accident or natural disaster brings about a new information access
problem where traditional approaches fail. Mostly, news of these events shows characteristics that are early sparse and later
redundant. Hence, it is very important to get updates and provide individuals with timely and important information of these
incidents during their development, especially when being applied in wireless and mobile Internet of Things (IoT). In this paper,
we define the problem of sequential update summarization extraction and present a new hierarchical update mining system which
can broadcast with useful, new, and timely sentence-length updates about a developing event. The new system proposes a novel
method, which incorporates techniques from topic-level and sentence-level summarization. To evaluate the performance of the
proposed system, we apply it to the task of sequential update summarization of temporal summarization (TS) track at Text Retrieval
Conference (TREC) 2013 to compute four measurements of the update mining system: the expected gain, expected latency gain,
comprehensiveness, and latency comprehensiveness. Experimental results show that our proposed method has good performance.

1. Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) is a new type of the Internet. It
is the network of physical objects or “things” embedded
with electronics, software, sensors, and network connectivity,
which enables these objects to collect and exchange data
[1]. Many high-tech companies over the world have already
started developing IoT products and services and promoting
their early stage of IoT products and services in a number of
market domains. Among the most notable challenges, wire-
less and mobile technologies are the underlying technologies
for realizing the IoT [2, 3]. Resource constrained devices
are required to communicate with other devices in wireless
networks. The devices are also required to communicate on
themove. In addition to these requirements, various technical
and scientific research considerations are also required. One
of the key techniques is to develop semantic and intelligent
web for IoT [4].The core of this technique is the combination

of the traditional Internet technologies and the wireless
and mobile technologies. For example, when an unexpected
news event occurs, such as natural disaster (e.g., earthquake)
or human accidents (e.g., air crash), some event data can
be collected by IoT devices, and they submit these event
data to the Internet. And these data in the Internet will
form some real-time news. Based on effective sequential
update summarization system, the IoT system can send
individuals useful, new, and timely updates bymobile devices.
Hence, developing effective sequential update summarization
techniques is very important for the IoT.

However, due to the special characteristic of unexpected
news event, it is a big challenge to construct an effective
sequential update summarization system. Mostly, the infor-
mation about unexpected news events is rapidly developing
[5]. For instance, immediately after the outbreak of an
unexpected event, the corpus may be sparsely populated
with relevant news. Even when, after a few hours, relevant
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news is available, it is often inaccurate or highly redundant.
That is because news of the event is widely spread through
multilevel news channels around the world. However, based
on the diversity of journalistic sources, details reported about
the event are redundant, dynamic, and sometimes mistaken.
Furthermore, it becomesmuch harder to gather authoritative
news, when facing major events which involve extensive
damage to life or crippling of infrastructure. This may
cause rumors and unsubstantiated information to propagate
[6]. Meanwhile, the sudden events are also very important
topics to individuals. People want to get timely information,
especially for these people who are relative to these sudden
events; they even cannot afford waiting for comprehensive
reports to materialize [7].

Unfortunately, existing solutions cannot satisfy people’s
demands in getting useful, new, and timely sequential update
summarizations about these events. That is because the
problem of sequential update summarization extraction
refers to techniques intercrossed among text summarization,
topic detection and tracking, and time-based summarization.
However,most current summarization systems can either use
static summarization methods [8–13] or use topic detection
and tracking (TDT) methods [14–18]. These methods only
provide sentences extracted with particular properties based
on traditional techniques of natural language processing
(NLP) [19] or only provide topic-level summaries. In most
ways, the sequential update summarization is an event- and
sentence-level analogue of “first topic detection” problem
[20]. In all, there is no support for only presenting peoplewith
novel content (i.e., updates to the user) and updates can suffer
from poor coverage and unreliable information.

In this paper, we define the problem of sequential update
summarization extraction for unexpected news events. This
task can be considered as a variation of topic detection
and tracking and time-based document summarization.
Hence, the problem definition, the evaluation, and the used
method are based on these techniques. With significant
extension of the abovementioned techniques, we present a
new hierarchical summarization system, which focuses on
extracting sequential update summarization on unexpected
news events. The system tries to broadcast with useful, new,
and timely sentence-length updates about a developing event
by incorporating the technologies of time-based topic-level
and sentence-level summarization. With the application to
the sequential update summarization (SUS) task of temporal
summarization (TS) track [21] at Text Retrieval Conference
(TREC) [22], we evaluated the effectiveness of our new
method in view of precision, recall, timeliness, and novelty of
updates. By computing the expected gain, expected latency
gain, comprehensiveness, and latency comprehensiveness
(evaluation metric of SUS task) of our extracted updates of
10 topics, we conclude that our proposed method has a good
performance.

The contributions of this paper are threefold:
(a) A general definition of problem SUS is proposed.
(b) A novel framework for SUS that incorporates the

technologies of time-based topic-level and sentence-
level summarization is introduced.

(c) An application of this framework to the sequential
update summarization task of temporal summariza-
tion (TS) track is implemented.

In the rest of this paper, we firstly review some related
work on information retrieval and text summarization in
Section 2. Then, we formalize the problem of sequential
update summarization extraction in Section 3. In Section 4,
we present the novel hierarchical update mining system and
we introduce the evaluation criteria in Section 5. We con-
duct experiment to verify the effectiveness of our proposed
method in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.

2. Related Work

Theproblemof sequential update summarization has its roots
in topic detection and tracking [23], time-based summariza-
tion techniques [14, 20], andmultidocuments summarization
[9, 24, 25].

2.1. Topic Detection and Tracking. Topic detection and track-
ing (TDT) refers to the document-level tasks which associ-
ated with detecting and tracking news events [23]. It is a body
of research and an evaluation paradigm that addresses event-
based organization of broadcasting news.

Authors of [20] suggested retrospectively selecting novel
and relevant sentences from a stream of news articles. How-
ever, the TDT is more topic based than sentence based. In
most ways, the sequential update summarization is an event-
and sentence-level analogue of TDT’s “first topic detection”
problem [20].

Referring to the time-based summarization as the task
of temporal summarization, most of these systems focus
on temporal expression extraction from text normalizing
references to dates, times, and elapsed times [14]. The system
in [26] generated the meaningful temporal summarization
of event-related updates and automatically annotates the
identified events in a timeline. Methods proposed in [27]
retrieved sequential versions of a single web page during pre-
defined time intervals.The paper [28] presented a framework
that extracts events relevant to a query from a collection of
documents and placed these events along a timeline.

2.2. Multidocuments Summarization. Text summarization
techniques leverage awide range of information retrieval (IR)
and natural language processing (NLP) techniques. Some
focus primarily on techniques that have been developed in
IR [25], while most try to leverage both IR approaches and
some aspects of NLP [19]. As one of the subproblems of
text summarization, multidocument summarization (MDS),
which refers to the task of generating a text summary
of a pool of documents on the same topic, includes two
broad approaches: extractive summarization and abstractive
summarization. The extractive summarization extracts sum-
mary which consists of sentences extracted from the pool
of documents, while the abstractive summarization extracts
summary generated based on the pool of documents.

The core technique of the extractive summarization
research is to summarize a body of texts by extracting
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sentences that have particular properties. Sentence extraction
techniques consider the words in the sentences, look for
cue words and phrases [11, 24], consider even more focused
features such as sentence length and case of words [29], or
compare patterns of relationships between sentences [30–
32]. Most of these approaches use statistics from the corpus
itself to decide on the importance of sentences, and some
leverage existing training sets of summaries to learn the
properties of a summary [29, 33]. Other methods computed
sentence importance based on the eigenvector of a graph
representation of sentences [34].

Methods investigated in this paper are mainly similar
to extractive summarization. The goal of our proposed
method is to extract time-based sentences which have high
confidence.

3. Problem Definition

The problem of sequential update summarization has been
investigated in many literatures. However, until now, there
is still no clear definition on it. In this section, we will give
a general definition on the problem of sequential update
summarization as follows.

An unexpected event, 𝑒, is a temporally acute topic with a
clear onset time, [𝑡

𝑠
, 𝑡
𝑒
]. An event query, 𝑄

𝑒
, is the represen-

tation of the event description expressed by a user during the
event. The set of keywords associated with the event, K(𝑒),
represents the important information that should be included
in updates to deliver to users (e.g., the location where the
event happened, the death number caused by this event).The
system observes a temporally ordered stream of documents,
[𝑑
1
, 𝑑
2
, . . .]. On the observation of 𝑑

𝑡
, the system makes a

decision to emit zero or more updates. The pool of candidate
updates consists of sentences in documents comprised of the
most recent 𝑘 documents in the event timeframe. Figure 1
illustrates a schematic diagram of the sequential update
summarization system. Based on the schematic diagram of
Figure 1, we present a general framework of sequential update
summarization in Algorithm 1. According to Algorithm 1, an
effective sequential update summarization system should be
supported by time-sensitive information retrieval technique,
accurate keywords mining method, and effective updates
scoring algorithm.

4. Hierarchical Sequential Update
Summarization System

To investigate update miningmethods on unexpected events,
we construct a hierarchical sequential update summarization
mining system in this section. The framework of the system
is illustrated in Figure 2. The framework contains three main
modules: preprocessing and information retrieval module,
keywords mining module, and sentence scoring module.The
first module makes sure the event-relevant documents are
time sensitive.The secondmodule extracts time-based event-
relevant keywords by using the hierarchical text analysis
techniques. The third module focuses on scoring novel
sentence-level updates.

Require:
SequentialUpdateSummarization {𝑆, 𝐶, 𝑄

𝑒
, 𝑡
𝑠
, 𝑡
𝑒
}:

𝑆 = the SUS system;
𝐶 = time-ordered corpus;
𝑄
𝑒
= keyword query of a sudden event;

𝑡
𝑠
= start time of a sudden event;

𝑡
𝑒
= end time of a sudden event;

Ensure: updates set 𝑈
(1) 𝑈 ← {};
(2) 𝑆: Retrieval(𝑄

𝑒
)

(3) for 𝑑 ∈ 𝐶 do
(4) 𝑑𝑜

(5) 𝑆 : 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑑);
(6) 𝑡 ← 𝑑.𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒();
(7) if 𝑡 ∈ {𝑡

𝑠
, 𝑡
𝑒
} then

(8) then
(9) 𝑈

𝑡
← 𝑆.𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒;

(10) for 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈
𝑡
do

(11) do
(12) 𝑈.𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝑢; 𝑡);
(13) end for
(14) end if
(15) end for

Algorithm 1: Sequential Update Summarization System.

Wikipedia
revisions

Output

Input

Time

d0 d1 d3 d4 d5 d6

Figure 1: The sequential update summarization system observes a
buffered stream of documents and makes decisions based on the
contents of the input buffer and the timestamp of these documents
to form the real update, which actually are time-based Wikipedia
revisions.

4.1. Preprocessing and Information Retrieval Module. Because
the original dataset is processed with some specific technolo-
gies, such as encryption, compression, and serialization [37],
the system should firstly do some preprocessing on the avail-
able data and extract event-relevant document during each
timeframe.The overall process of this module is described as
follows:

(i) Decrypt File. The first step is to decrypt the files using
the authorized key from authority. This step converts
the GPG file format to SC file format.

(ii) Deserialization. We use stream corpus toolbox to
parse these SC files to TXT files. The authority of
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Figure 2: The framework of the hierarchical sequential update summarization system [35].

TREC provided the stream corpus toolbox to parse
these SC files. The stream corpus toolbox gives a
common data interchange format for document pro-
cessing pipelines, which applies language processing
tools to large streams of text.

(iii) Build Index. To obtain topic-relevant documents from
large stream documents, the index of these big data
should be built. This step is to build index by Indri
[38] for query-based information retrieval. Indri is
one of the mostly used search engines in information
retrieval domain, which combines inference networks
with languagemodeling.The query language of Indri,
which is reminiscent of the Inquery query language,
allows researchers to experiment with proximity, doc-
ument structure, text passages, and other document
features without writing code.

(iv) Information Retrieval. The last step is to use Indri
as a tool for information retrieval. Given an event
query𝑄

𝑒
, Indri returns all ranked relevant documents

according to their responding confidence computed
by the criterion of Indri. This step enables users
to submit the queries and obtain the most relevant
documents in each timeframe.

4.2. Keywords Mining Module. In this module, we utilize
hierarchical Latent Dirichlet Allocation to find potential
topics and return the most representative words of each topic
as keywords.

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [36] is a statistical
model, specially a topic model, which can be used to identify
hidden topic from a large document collection corpus. The
basic idea of LDA is that a document can be considered as

a mixture of a limited number of topics and each meaningful
word in the document can be associated with one of these
topics. Given a corpus of documents, LDA attempts to iden-
tify a set of topics, associate a set of words with a topic, and
define a specific mixture of these topics for each document in
the corpus. A thorough and complete description of the LDA
model can be found in [36].The vocabulary for describing the
LDA model is as follows:

(i) Word. A word is a basic unit defined to be an item
from a vocabulary of size𝑊.

(ii) Document. A document is a sequence of 𝑛 words
denoted by𝑑 = (𝑤

1
, . . . , 𝑤

𝑛
), where𝑤

𝑛
is the 𝑛thword

in the sequence.
(iii) Corpus. A corpus is a collection of 𝑀 documents

denoted by𝐷 = (𝑑
1
, . . . , 𝑑

𝑀
).

In the statistical natural language processing, it is common
to model each document 𝑑 as a multinomial distribution 𝜃

𝑑

over 𝑇 topics and each topic 𝑧
𝑗
, 𝑗 = 1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑇, as a multinomial

distribution 𝜙(𝑗) over the set of words𝑊. In order to discover
the set of topics used and the distribution of these topics
in each document in a corpus of documents 𝐷, we need to
obtain an estimate of 𝜙 and 𝜃. Blei et al. [36] have shown
that the existing techniques of estimating 𝜙 and 𝜃 are slow
to converge and propose a new model LDA. The LDA based
model assumes a prior Dirichlet distribution on 𝜃, thus
allowing the estimation of 𝜙without requiring the estimation
of 𝜃.

LDA assumes a generative process for creating a docu-
ment [36] as presented below:

(i) Choose 𝑁 ∼ 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(𝜉): select the number of words
𝑁.
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Figure 3: The probabilistic graphical model of Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) [36].

(ii) 𝜃 ∼ 𝐷𝑖𝑟(𝛼): select 𝜃 from the Dirichlet distribution
parameterized by 𝛼.

(iii) For each 𝑤
𝑛
∈ 𝑤,

(a) choose topic 𝑧
𝑛
∼ 𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙(𝜃);

(b) choose a word (𝑤
𝑛
) from 𝑝(𝑤

𝑛
| 𝑧
𝑛
, 𝛽), a

multinomial probability 𝜙𝑧𝑛 .

In this model, various distributions, namely, the set of topics,
topic distribution for each of the documents, and word
probabilities for each of the topics, are in general intractable
for exact inference [36]. The probabilistic graphical model of
LDA is illustrated in Figure 3. The joint probability distribu-
tion of LDA is

𝑝 (𝜃, z,w | 𝛼, 𝛽)

= 𝑝 (𝜃 | 𝛼)∏

𝑛=1

𝑝 (𝑧
𝑛
| 𝜃) ⋅ 𝑝 (𝑤

𝑛
| 𝑧
𝑛
, 𝛽) .

(1)

Hence, a wide variety of approximate algorithms are
considered for LDA. These algorithms attempt to maximize
likelihood of the corpus given the model. A few algorithms
have been proposed for fitting the LDA model to a text
corpus such as variational Bayes [36, 39–41], expectation
propagation [42], and Gibbs sampling [43].

In this paper, for each event in each hour, we firstly
retrieve the most 500 relevant documents and then extract
keywords by LDA in current hour. In this module, we use
the GibbsLDA++ tool [44] to extract keywords.We firstly use
the LDA toolkit to discover two topics and choose the most
representative words for each topic; secondly, we discover 5
new topics by the samemethod under the topic discovered in
the last step and choose themost representative words of each
topic; lastly, we integrate the two level representative words of
each topic to form keywords setK(𝑒).

4.3. Sentences Scoring Module. We utilize three sentence
scoring methods in this module: KLP method, SKDmethod,
and KS method [45].

The first method assumes an update is a long sentence
which should shoot many keywords and be placed on the
first place in a paragraph. Hence, it considers three important
factors: the keywords diversity, the length of a sentence, and

the position of the sentence, which we named KLP method.
The scoring metric is as follows:

Score (𝑠
𝑖
) = 𝛼

∑
𝑤∈𝑠
𝑖

𝑡𝑓 (𝑤) ⋅ 𝑖𝑑𝑓 (𝑤)

max
𝑠
𝑗
∈𝑑
{∑
𝑤∈𝑠
𝑗

𝑡𝑓 (𝑤) ⋅ 𝑖𝑑𝑓 (𝑤)}

+ 𝛽

Length
𝑠
𝑖

max
𝑠
𝑗

{length
𝑠
𝑗

}

+ 𝛾 position
𝑠
𝑖

,

(2)

where 𝑤 ∈ K(𝑒) is one of the keywords of event 𝑒 extracted
in Section 4.2 and 𝛼, 𝛽, and 𝛾 are weights of the keyword
diversity, length, and position, respectively.When computing
𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑤), the documents are referred to relevant documents in
the current hour. If a sentence is placed on the first place of a
paragraph, position

𝑠
𝑖

= 1, or position
𝑠
𝑖

= 0.
The second method assumes that an update should be a

short length sentence with larger keywords diversity, because
a too long sentence is normally a retrospective summary of
an event, not an update. We named this metric SKD, whose
scoring metric is as follows:

Score (𝑠
𝑖
) =

1

𝑁 (𝑁 + 1) ⋅ Length

⋅

𝑘−1

∑

𝑗=1

Score (𝑤
𝑗
) ⋅ Score (𝑤

𝑗+1
)

distance (𝑤
𝑗
, 𝑤
𝑗+1
)

,

(3)

where𝑁 is the number of keywords included in 𝑠
𝑖
, Score(𝑤) is

the confidence of keyword 𝑤 obtained from Section 4.2, and
distance(𝑤

𝑗
, 𝑤
𝑗+1
) is the distance between 𝑤

𝑗
and 𝑤

𝑗+1
.

The third method is a keyword shooting method, which
only considers the diversity of keywords included in the
sentence. We named it KS method. Its scoring metric is as
follows:

Score (𝑠
𝑖
) =






𝑉keywords ∩ 𝑠𝑖







𝑠
𝑖

, (4)

where 𝑉keywords is the keyword vector of the event 𝑒. 𝑠
𝑖
is the

𝑖th related sentences of event 𝑒.
After getting high confidence sentences, the postprocess-

ing module will do the duplicate removal to sentences, which
first finds the same sentences with different sentences ID and
then compares the stream ID of all sentences and chooses
the one with the earliest time information as the submission
sentence.

5. Evaluation Method

Document summaries are difficult to evaluate, because all
results in minor variations, such as rewording portions of the
summary, reordering the sentences, and omitting dubiously
important information, are still excellent summaries. The
most popular summary evaluation method is comparing
agreement between sentences selected by experts and sen-
tences selected by computer [9, 46], or comparing agreement
in the ranks of sentences that a system generates [47].
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However, since comparing based on some sentence variant
is difficult, we introduce the concept of gold nugget, which
is defined as atomic novel pieces of information relevant to
unexpected events. For example, in the task of SUS, gold
nuggets are text perceived as relevant and novel for the edit
of Wikipedia articles. Each gold nugget 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 is assigned
with an importance grade by annotators: 𝑅 : 𝑁 → [0, 1].
Hence, we can compare extracted updates with these atomic
gold nuggets in a more accurate manner.

Traditional IR and text summarization evaluations are
concerned with the quality and the quantity of relevant
materials. In this paper, the sequential update summarization
system focuses on the following properties:

(i) Updates are relevant sentences to the unexpected
events.

(ii) Updates should be novel which must match with at
least one gold nugget and can bematchedwith several
gold nuggets.

(iii) Updates are sentences which are early extracted from
event-relevant news.The first sentence about an event
is clearly novel; the earlier the time of the first
sentence of an event, the lower the latency of the
update.

(iv) Updates are short sentences which should not be too
verbose.

That is to say, we want to measure the relevance, latency, ver-
bosity, andmatching of the extracted updates. Tomeasure the
abovementioned properties, the SUS task of TREC defined
the measurement of four parameters: expected gain, latency
expected gain, comprehensiveness, and latency comprehen-
siveness [48].

Before introducing the definition of the four parameters,
we firstly explain some fundamental definitions. Given an
update set 𝑈 and a gold nugget 𝑛, the matching function
between them is

𝑀(𝑛,𝑈) = argmin
{𝑛∈𝑈:𝑛≈𝑢}

𝑢 ⋅ 𝑡. (5)

Besides the matching function, two discounts are defined
to evaluate the timeliness and conciseness of the extracted
updates set: latency discount and verbosity discount. Given
a nugget whose timestamp is 𝑡, the latency discount is a
latency penalty 𝐿

𝑑
(𝑡


, 𝑡), which is a monotonically decreasing
function of 𝑡−𝑡. Similarly, verbosity discount is also a penalty
function 𝑉

𝑑
(𝑢), which is defined as a string length penalty

function, monotonically decreasing in the number of words
of the update string. Based on the abovementioned concepts,
the discounted gain between an update 𝑢 and a matching
nugget 𝑛 is

𝑔 (𝑢, 𝑛) = 𝑅 (𝑛) ∗ discount factor, (6)

where the discount factor can be latency discount, verbosity
discount, or the compoundof the twodiscounts (e.g.,𝐿

𝑑
∗𝑉
𝑑
).

Hence, the overall expected gain is similar to traditional
notions of precision in IR. It is defined as

MEG =

1

|𝐸|

∑

𝑒∈𝐸

EG (𝑈
𝑒

) , (7)

where 𝐸 is the set of evaluation events and 𝑈𝑒 is the system
submission for event 𝑒, and EG(𝑈) is defined as

EG (𝑈) =

1

∑
𝑢∈𝑈

𝑉 (𝑢)

∑

{𝑛∈𝑁:𝑀(𝑛,𝑈) ̸=𝜙)

𝑔 (𝑀 (𝑛, 𝑈) , 𝑛) . (8)

To evaluate the system performance on the time after
an event, the latency gain is defined as the time-sensitive
expected gain for the first 𝜏 seconds as

EG
𝜏
(𝑈) = EG (𝑈

𝜏
) . (9)

In addition to good expected gain, the performance
of providing a comprehensive set of updates is also very
important. That is to say, the more nuggets the extracted
updates set covers, the better the systemperforms. It is similar
to traditional notions of recall in information retrieval evalu-
ation. Given a set of system updates, the comprehensiveness
is similar to the recall of IR, which evaluates the coverage on
gold nuggets as

𝐶 (𝑈) =

1

∑
𝑛∈𝑁

𝑅 (𝑛)

∑

{𝑛∈𝑁:𝑀(𝑛,𝑈)=𝜙}

𝑔 (𝑀 (𝑛, 𝑈) , 𝑛) . (10)

Similarly, the latency comprehensiveness is a time-
sensitive notion of comprehensiveness as follows:

𝐶
𝜏
(𝑈) = 𝐶 (𝑈

𝜏
) . (11)

6. Experimental Results and Discussions

6.1. Data and Topics. The data used in the SUS task of TS
track is provided by the Organizer of KBA track [49] at
TREC, which is hosted by Amazon Public Dataset service.
This corpus [50] consists of a set of timestamped documents
from a variety of news and social media sources covering the
time period October 2011 through January 2013, whose time
span is 17 months with 11,248 hours. There are more than 1
billion documents, each with absolute timestamp that places
it in the stream, which is mainly composed of news, social
(blog, forum), and web (e.g., arxiv, linking events) content.
All documents contain a set of sentences, each with a unique
identifier.

There are 10 events/topics (listed in Table 1) [51] in the
SUS task; each has a single type title, description (URL
to Wikipedia entry), beginning and end times, and query
keywords. Types are taken from {accident, shooting, storm,
earthquake, bombing} and they have a set of attributes,
such as location, death, and financial impact. Algorithm 2
illustrates the definition of the event of “2012 Buenos Aires
Rail Disaster.” For each sudden event query, we chose the
top 500 relevant documents returned by Indri as the relevant
documents of each sudden event query in one hour.

6.2. Results. We applied our hierarchical update mining
system on the overall ten topics. For each topic, to evaluate
these extracted updates, we chose the top 60 updates as the
assessment data due to their confidences computed by the
KLP, SKD, and KS method. The evaluation processes were
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Table 1: Queries and titles of 10 topics of temporal summarization
track [51].

Query of topics Title of topics

(1) Buenos aires train crash 2012 Buenos Aires Rail
Disaster

(2) Pakistan factory fire 2012 Pakistan garment factory
fires

(3) Colorado shooting 2012 Aurora shooting

(4) Sikh temple shooting Wisconsin Sikh temple
shooting

(5) Hurricane isaac Hurricane Isaac (2012)
(6) Hurricane sandy Hurricane Sandy

(7) Midwest derecho June 2012 North American
derecho

(8) Typhoon bopha Typhoon Bopha
(9) Guatemala earthquake 2012 Guatemala earthquake
(10) Tel aviv bus bombing 2012 Tel Aviv bus bombing

<event>

<id>1</id>

<start>1329910380</start>

<end>1330774380</end>

<query>buenos aires train crash</query>

<type>accident</type>

<locations/>

<deaths/>

<injuries/>

</event>

Algorithm 2: An unexpected event definition for “2012 Buenos
Aires Rail Disaster” in the SUS task [48].

mainly gold nuggets extraction and update-nugget matching.
In this paper, the gold nugget was extracted by assessors
by reading all edits of the Wikipedia article for each topic,
manually extracting text perceived as relevant and novel for
that edit. Additionally, they assigned an importance grade to
every text fragment, or nugget, and noted any dependencies
in the information. The update-nugget matching refers to
matching our extracted updates to these gold nuggets to
evaluate their accuracy and coverage of the information.
The latency discount function and the verbosity discount
function [48] used in this paper are

𝐿 (𝑛 ⋅ 𝑡, 𝑢 ⋅ 𝑡) = 1 −

2

𝜋

arctan(𝑢 ⋅ 𝑡 − 𝑛 ⋅ 𝑡
𝛼

) ,

𝑉 (𝑢) = 1 +

|𝑢| −






⋃
𝑛∈𝑀
−1
(𝑢,𝑈)

𝑀(𝑛,𝑈)







avg
𝑛∈𝑁

|𝑛|

,

(12)

where 𝛼 = 3600 ∗ 6 is the latency step (6 hours) and |𝑢|

and |𝑛| are the length (in number of words) of the update 𝑢
and nugget 𝑛. By applying the abovementioned functions on
evaluation metric introduced in Section 5, we computed the
four performance parameters.

Table 2: The 𝜇 and 𝜎 of expected gain and expected latency gain
over all events of the multi-level SUS system. (The 𝐸 [gain] is the
expected gain which is similar to traditional notions of precision in
information retrieval; 𝐸 [latency gain] is the time-sensitive expected
gain).

Methods 𝐸 [Gain] 𝐸 [latency gain]
The best reported 0.149 (0.101) 0.136 (0.090)
ICTNET-run2 0.102 (0.045) 0.127 (0.075)
ICTNET-run1 0.101 (0.045) 0.125 (0.075)
Mid-value 0.053 (0.041) 0.067 (0.057)
KS 0.149 (0.101) 0.136 (0.090)
SKD 0.103 (0.084) 0.103 (0.050)
KLP (0.6, 0.2, 0.2) 0.071 (0.039) 0.074 (0.031)
KLP (0.5, 0.2, 0.3) 0.065 (0.034) 0.067 (0.026)
KLP (0.5, 0.3, 0.2) 0.065 (0.034) 0.067 (0.026)

Table 3: The 𝜇 and 𝜎 of comprehensiveness and latency compre-
hensiveness over all events of the multi-level SUS system (Compre-
hensiveness is similar to recall in IE, which evaluates coverage of
nuggets; latency Comp. is the time-sensitive comprehensiveness).

Methods Comprehensive Latency Comp.
The best reported 0.445 (0.191) 0.571 (0.358)
UWaterloo-rg2 0.441 (0.198) 0.562 (0.349)
UWaterloo-qlec2t25 0.433 (0.170) 0.537 (0.322)
Mid-value 0.204 (0.146) 0.260 (0.217)
KLP (0.5, 0.3, 0.2) 0.224 (0.178) 0.292 (0.270)
KLP (0.5, 0.2, 0.3) 0.224 (0.178) 0.288 (0.262)
KLP (0.6, 0.2, 0.2) 0.204 (0.146) 0.260 (0.217)
SKD 0.131 (0.138) 0.176 (0.203)
KS 0.099 (0.099) 0.126 (0.164)

In addition to our previously reported results [35], Tables
2 and 3 illustrate some results reported by the SUS task
of TREC 2013 and the five results of these three methods.
The four parameters are evaluated by comparing generated
updates with gold nuggets by using expected gain, expected
latency gain, comprehensiveness, and latency comprehen-
siveness metrics. The expected gain is similar to traditional
notions of precision in IR. Expected latency gain is a time-
sensitive expected gain. Comprehensiveness is similar to
recall in IR, which evaluates the coverage of gold nuggets.The
latency comp. is the time-sensitive comprehensiveness [48].
The results in italics are the top 3 and the midvalue results
based on corresponding parameters, which are reported in
the SUS task in 2013 [48].

Table 2 illustrates the top three and the midvalue results
of the expected gain and the latency expected gain in the
SUS task in TREC 2013. The ICTNET-run2 and ICTNET-
run1 [52] are results submitted by the Institute of Computing
Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences.They firstly chose
event-relevant sentences and decided a sentence as an update
if it includes words of a handpicked trigger word list, such
as kill and death. From Table 2, we can see that the KS
method has the best expected gain and expected latency gain,
which are equal to the best reported results. That is because
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the keywords list of KS method is generated by hierarchical
LDA method, which can generate much more accurate
keywords lists compared with the man-made keywords list
of ICTNET methods. Hence, the KS method is superior to
the two ICTNET methods. Table 2 also illustrates that the
expected gain and latency gain of the KLP and SKD are all
above the midvalue result, which shows that the KLP and
SKD methods are effective methods in extracting updates
of unexpected news events. By comparing the results of our
three investigated methods in Table 2, we can conclude that
the KS method is the most effective method in evaluating
the metric of expected gain and expected latency gain; for
example, it can extract updates in an accurately and timely
manner.

Table 3 illustrates the top three and the midvalue results
of comprehensiveness and latency comprehensiveness in the
SUS task in TREC 2013. The reported top three results are
submitted by the University of Waterloo. The three Waterloo
methods tried to extracted updates in two aspects: sentence
scoring and event-relevant terms’ expansion [53]. The term
expansionmethod investigated by the University ofWaterloo
is based on bootstrap learning from seed terms. The good
results of the three Waterloo methods indicate the effective-
ness of the term expansion method, which lead to the best
comprehensiveness and latency comprehensiveness. Table 3
shows that our three investigated methods are all above the
reported midvalue result, which shows the effectiveness of
the three methods. From Table 3, we can see that the KLP
method has the best comprehensiveness and latency comp.,
and KSmethod has the worst comp. and latency comp., while
the performance of SKDmethod is between the KLPmethod
and KS method. That is to say, comparing with the KS and
SKDmethod, the KLPmethod utilized amore general metric
on scoring updates which can cover much more nuggets.

By comparing the different weights of KLP method from
Tables 2 and 3, we can see that the weights on sentence
length and sentence position have little effect on the update
extraction results in the KLP method. It indicates that the
keyword diversity is more important than sentence length
and sentence position in the KLP method.

In addition, by combining the results of Tables 2 and 3,
we can see that the expected gain has reciprocal relationship
with comprehensiveness, like the precision and recall in
information retrieval. The KLP method utilizes a more com-
prehensive metric which considers more factors in scoring
sentences. But it is threatened to choose long sentences which
leads to the worst gain and latency gain. The KS method
proposed only the keyword diversity to evaluate sentences,
and it has good performance on expected gain and expected
latency gain.

In summary, the keywords in our proposed system are
extracted in topic level by using hierarchical LDA. The
good results of KS and SKD method, whose key criterion is
keywords mentioning in sentence level, show that the SUS
extraction is an event- and sentence-level analogue of first
topic detection problem. Hence, it is effective when extracted
by hierarchical text analysis. Experimental results indicate
that a good update should not be a too long sentence which
coversmany keywords. Generally speaking, the KSmethod is

suitable for systems which have demands on high accuracy,
while the KLP method is more suitable for systems which
demand high recall.

7. Conclusions

This paper defined the problem of sequential update sum-
marization extraction for unexpected events. To extract
relevant timely updates, we formalized a hierarchical sequen-
tial update summarization system, which incorporates tech-
niques from topic-level and sentence-level summarization.
The hierarchical mining system focused attention on the
SUS task and tried to broadcast with useful, new, and
timely sentence-length updates about developing unexpected
events. To verify the effectiveness of our proposed system, we
provided a rounded system based on the SUS task of TREC
2013, including query topics, updates extraction system,
and evaluation metrics. We applied the hierarchical update
mining system to extract updates of ten unexpected events of
the SUS task. Experimental results showed that our proposed
system has good performance.
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